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Abstract
This thesis looks at the need for privacy in the general
instructional areas of an elementary school, with the role
of the architect in mind. Taking off from the open-plan
school, the most recent trend in educational architecture,
a case is made for building a range of private places in
the school environment.
A review of the literature provides a look at behavioral
and environmental research on privacy, as well as background
information on educational and school design issues. An
investigation of a handful of schools in the Boston area
gives a description of how the class spaces are used, and
uncovers shortcomings and strengths of the buildings.
Finally, this information is used to draw some conclusions
about how the physical form can provide the necessary
privacy. These conclusions are interpreted into design ideas.
In focusing on the issue of privacy, several other peripheral
issues such as flexibility and educational philosophy are
dealt with. Enclosure and access, issues that bear directly
on privacy are discussed.
It is concluded that more enclosure than has been provided
in open-plan schools is needed on the grounds that more
enclosure supports rather than inhibits the activities
taking place in a school.
Thesis Supervisor: Sandra C. Howell, PhD.
Title: Associate Professor of Behavioral Science.
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INTRODUCTION
As an architect, I see the need to incorporate behav-
ioral information in the design process; and I realize
that that information must be more than intuitive. In-
creasingly, sophisticated architects are relying on
design information generated by others. This includes
behavioral scientists, who have the necessary expertise
for gathering and evaluating data the architect needs,
but cannot generate for himself. Turning that informa-
tion into a product the architect can use requires
some collaboration between the two professions. This
translation of information that is one of the major
problems at the interface of the two fields today. This
thesis is in part an attempt to come to a better under-
standing of the process of investigating a building type
in use, and systematically drawing some conclusions about
the needs of the user-client. In conjunction with infor-
mation gathered from the literature, these conclusions
are used to develop an attitude towards the design of a
similar environment.
PURPOSE
" For architects interested in
pursuing such fundamental ques-
tions as 'How do we build better
schools?', the mainstream of
educationaZ research Ziterature
appears largely irrevelant."
(Angus/Evans)
I chose the elementary school for my study for
several reasons. In a previous project, an investiga-
tion of the use of space in three elementary grade
classes at the Pierce School in Brookline, I became
familiar with this type of setting. These classes had
very different amounts of architectural enclosure, and
three different teachers. The study helped point out
the complexity of both architectural and behavioral
issues involved and the difficulty of separating the
former from the latter. At the same time, it inspired
this thesis by suggesting that one issue, PRIVACY, may
be central to the problem of designing an effective new
learning environment.
A school building typically has many clients: students,
parents, teachers, administration, and school board
building committees, each of whom have different goals'
and attitudes about what the building should be. The
group with the most power in the design decision-making
process, the school board building committee that pays
for and commissions the building, is least involved in
the use of it. Conversely, the students and teachers
have least power, and use the school the most. This is
one of the clearer examples of the disenfranchised user-
client, whose needs have to be strongly advocated. (81)
The responsibility for this sits squarely on the archi-
tects' shoulders. For this reason, this inquiry will be
worthwhile if it is able to increase the amount of user-
pertinent design information available to architects.
While elementary school construction is presently
declining in this area of the country, it is by no means
a dead issue. Many southern and western states continue
to build schools, and European nations have educational
philosophies similar to ours. (64) Along with
renovations and maintenance of the existing school
building stock, there is still a large "population" to
which the ideas presented here may be pertinent.
Most importantly, the "open-plan" school from which this
thesis begins, is a relatively new concept, used in this
country for fifteen years. Consequently, there has not
been a great deal of evaluation of these kinds of spaces
from an architectural point of view. There have been
several educational and sociological evaluations, but
few attempts have been made to give architects hard
information on where elementary school design might go
in the aftermath of the implementation of this concept.
This effort takes a preliminary look at an emerging
attitude about how a learning environment should be
designed.
" The lack of evaluation is the
most devastating criticism that
can be made against current de-
sign practice. " (Bechtel)
POINT OF VIEW
" The physical environment should
maximize the freedom of its users
to choose the way they want to
live." (Zeisel)
I have made certain assumptions in writing this thesis,
and of course my attitudes and biases could not be
separated from it completely. I have attempted to take
educational philosophies as a "given," knowing that I am
not equipped to evaluate them and acknowledging that
they are numerous. General needs emerge however, from
which I think it is possible to make some definitive
design conclusions.
My own bias is for a "progressive" philosophy of educa-
tion, a method that is individualized and exploratory.
Yet simply by assuming that there have to be school
buildings, I am taking a politically conventional stand
that precludes a less structured view of the socializa-
tion process of children. It is a pragmatic approach;
assuming that school buildings will be around for a
while, I want to make them as suitable as possible.
My design philosophy makes me think that school design
in the past has focused on solutions that are too coarse
in enclosing learning environments. If we look more
closely at the generic implications of human behavior to
inform designs, I think the idea that "all environments
for human habitation require a range of privacies," is
borne out. At the outset, I was in favor of open-plan
schools. I made the mistake many have made in associat-
ing this architectural solution with progressive educa-
tional philosophy. I have tried to explain the distinc-
tion and enumerate the advantages and disadvantages of
this building type. I do not see insurmountable problems
in some openness that would suggest a need to return to
enclosed classrooms in an "egg-crate plan." Yet
problems are severe enough to warrant something radi-
cally different from the open plan as currently
interpreted.
I have focused on trying to understand the activities that
go on in a school. In these activities certain patterns
of movement and typical groupings can be seen. Whether it
is reading, writing or art work, there are certain needs
that inform the design of a supprotive environment for the
task. Some of these needs, such as enclosure, relate to the
ability to find adequate privacy. I consider privacy to be
a prerequisite for accomplishing some of the important
tasks in an elementary school program, no matter what size
group the tasks are done in. To find out about the class
activities and the need for privacy, I visited schools. I
watched schools in operation and mapped the location of
furniture, assuming that these layouts give clues as to how
the space is used. I also talked to many of the people
involved in making and using the schools; administrators,
architects and students. My primary source of information
are the teachers, who direct the use of the space at the
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level that concerns this thesis, i.e. the class area. Their
comments are included here. The teachers understand the
students and :their interaction with the physical environ-
ment best of all. Of course, the class areas are also built
for them. If it does not suit their teaching method, the
architect cannot suggest that their method should change.
The building must make the effort to support all the
teachers' styles.
The facade and waZZs of a house,
church or palace, no matter how
beautiful they may be, are only
the container - the box... Archi-
tecture is environment, the stage
on which our lives unfold. " (Zevi)
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EDUCATION AND PRIVACY
At the outset it should be emphatically noted that "open
education" and "open-space" are two very different
things. But in order to understand how open-plan
schools came about, and how to design elementary
schools today, "open" methods of teaching that have had
a lasting effect must be understood. "Open education"
is a teaching philosophy with modern roots in the works
of Maria Montessori, John Dwewy and Jean Piaget. It's
history in modern practice started in Post World War II
England, and developed slowly through the nineteen-
fifties. Blackie 9 points out that the new relation-
ship children and teachers found themselves in during
the evacuation of British cities during the war was the
catalyst. The teacher was responsible for all the
children's needs, not just academic ones, and for their
total development. At the same time learning was in
make-shift surroundings where improvisation had to be
the rule. This experience, with the philosophical
underpinnings of Piaget et al. led to experimentation in
country schools (notably Leicestershire).
OPEN
EDUCATION
see "Crisis in the Classroom"
by Charles Silberman.
"...increasingly difficult to re-
quire that a diverse student popu-
Zation conform to a standardized
educational process." (L.R.D.C.)
In the United States in the nineteen-sixties, there was
a growing dissatisfaction with the results of conven-
tional teaching methods. American educators like Roland
Barth,(6) saw these English models of open education in
practice and reported back here with a solution to our
"crisis in the classroom."
One purpose of an "open educational" philosophy is to
make the learning experience more personal in the hopes
that ideas will be understood better and retained longer.
It caters more closely to the unique needs of the indi-
vidual student, and to that end, more of the responsi-
bility of the education is put into the individual's own
hands. Consequently, students deal with educational
materials at their own pace, and work with them directly.
The emphasis on what is learned shifts, as well as with
how it is learned. The focus is now on understanding
concepts that materials frommany different disciplines.
The other purpose of this philosophy is to address the
socializing aspects of schooling, because "whether speci-
fied or not, the outcomes of schooling are social as well
as intellectual." 49 ) Interactions between individuals
and groups are many and varied, partly because the class
is no longer doing the same thing at the same time.
Students rely on themselves and their peers as well as
upon the teacher. Social skills are developed to a more
sophisticated level.
Several innovations in methods have been implemented to
achieve the goals of open education: the open classroom,
team teaching, non-graded schools, and a variety of
attitudes towards how students should be grouped
together. 49 These are all characterized by their
attempt to optimize resources (including teachers) to fit
with the students' needs.
These methods have had mixed reviews. There have been
many evaluations showing a variety of results and gener-
ating much controversy. In 1976, Martin and Pavan(54 )
reviewed much of the literature evaluating these methods
and concluded that they "...have not detrimentally
affected cognitive or affective outcomes. Properly
implemented, they are valid alternatives to the tradi-
tional mode." Similarly, the whole notion of open
education has received lukewarm responses, but more
recent research is increasingly positive. Affective.
attributes were often seen to benefit from open educa-
tion,(36,69) but for many, the important question is
whether students made gains in cognitive skills. More
often than not, researchers discovered students were
worse off academically. Proponents however, disagreed
with the evaluating techniques employed.(39) Lately
" We are mutually interdependent
never more than we are now - no-
where more than in America - this
is something which has to reflect
in the classroom." (Morrison)
though, open education has shown positive results in
this area too, according to research reviewed by Bader
and Blackmon. (5)
Whether or not these educational innovations can be found
in their ideal form, their impact on today's public
elementary school has been profound and permanent. Of
course a whole range of teaching styles can be observed
in all schools, from individualized open programs to
those that are teacher-directed and relatively conven-
tional. But classes with desks bolted to the floors
facing a blackboard are extinct. Despite the fact that a
return to conventional teaching practice has received
impetus from some of the failures of new methods, it
appears that the trend towards "open" education will
continue.
BEHAVIORAL
IMPLICATIONS
It would seem that there are three basic behavioral
implications of the open education philosophy that con-
cern designers, no matter what particular method is used.
Many activities occur simultaneously, groupings of
students vary, and people are in constant flux. This is
in sharp contrast to traditional classrooms in which a
single activity was performed by the group as a whole
riveted in one spot. Now, there may be many activities,
as a result of personalizing the education. Individual
students spend as much time as necessary on the certain
skills they need to master. Since the emphasis is on let-
ting the child have hands-on access to the materials,
which may be limited, not everyone can work on the same
thing at one time. So to maximize use of resources, and
to fulfill each students learning needs better than might
be the case in a class group situation, different activi-
ties go on at once. Many of these tasks are best accom-
plished individually, others in small groups with or with-
out the teacher. And in fact, some tasks are best performed
as a class group or larger, so that any number of sizes of
groups may occur. The intent is always the same: to opti-
mize the use of the students time and the resources the
school offers while providing a more individualized educa-
tion. Thus the teacher also shares time with individuals
or groups, depending on the need. Thirdly, since an abun-
dance of educational materials are needed to conduct these
activities, there will be a lot of movement between where
the resources are and where the work is being done.
Because of the confusion between teaching method and
space planning concepts, centering around the use of the
word "open," it is important to clarify which behavioral
and design implications are a result of which concept.
Similarly, associated problems must be sorted out and
compared to problems of conventional ideas.
" The principal point of the open
classroom is, of course, that the
ideal of the unison of the class
is essentially broken. In its
place the class is considered as
a set of individuals and small
groups, self-paced in their
instruction." (Morrison)
Open educational programs can and do exist in conven-
tional physically enclosed rooms. As such however, the
classroom bears little resemblance to that of twenty
years ago. Desks used to be lined up in rows facing the
teacher's desk which dominated the room in front of the
blackboard. Such a singular use of space reflected, and
was completely adequate for, a similarly singular mode
of instruction. As noted, open education implies that
the various students in one classroom are involved in
different activities at any one time and so one sees
many subject/activity areas located around these class-
rooms. Individual sub-settings within the room reflect
the fact that groups of various sizes use different
spaces: an area large enough for the whole class to sit
on the floor together, nooks for small groups, etc. The
content of the subject matter of various activity areas
may be evident: a corner requires comfort for quiet
reading, so it is carpeted, but where potentially messy
work is done, there is a sink and easy to clean surfaces.
Since resources, including the teacher, are found in
different parts of the room, there is always some move-
ment going on around the room. A range of sub-settings
with pathways through and around need to be defined.
Various pieces of furniture are employed to do this in
addition to the desk and tables. Many of these are
storage pieces, since a great deal of educational
material is typically needed close at hand in open edu-
cational settings. These conditions exist in elementary
school classes today where a more open educational philo-
sophy is used, regardless of whether the space is open or
walled in. In describing the same style in open space
one would talk of the same attributes, but simply sub-
stitute the word 'area' for 'room'.
That children search out privacy in the environment,
including the open-plan school, is well documented. When
asked, children I spoke with all had places in the class-
room to which they would retreat to "be alone." Teachers
verify this and talked of children finding privacy in
unthought of places, indicating that even if the environ-
ment doesn't aid the search for privacy the desire is
strong enough for the kids to make do. Researchers have
seen students using closets, stairwells and places under
tables for study (22,35, Rothenberg quoted in 41)
Wolfe and Proshansky point out the importance
of privacy at a group level, in order for it to accom-
plish what it sets out to do. As with the individual,
a constant need to respond to outside intrusions
reduces the group's effectiveness. Also, the group must
be able to "exercise some freedom of choice" as to how
PRIVACY
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"... only through the restored
opportunity for firsthand experi-
ence that privacy gives can health
and sanity be brought back to the
worZd of mass culture."
(Chermaye ff/A lexande r)
" If the group is everywhere,
there is no group because there
is no individual." (Woods)
private it is. If it wants to interact with other
groups it should be able to do so.
The reason the individual needs some privacy in an
environment such as the school, which .is made up of
groups, is that the ability of an individual to function
well in a group activity is dependent on his own sense-
of-self. Accordingly, architects acknowledge that in
order to deal with the demands of the community, the
individual must have adequate privacy. (12) The group
benefits from the ability of each individual to separate
from it. "If individuals have to learn how to function
in groups, to be aware of the importance of group goals,
the needs of others and to separate these from their own
non-group or egocentric interests, then the group must
in turn learn to recognize the need for autonomy and more
specifically for privacy in each of its members. To
function as an effective group member, the individual
must first be able to function in his own right. This
means that the group setting must provide conditions
that facilitate the latter in order to guarantee the
(77)former." This process of separation is very impor-
tant in the development of the child. (42)
Child development is described as a process of the child
differentiating himself from his environment (other
people, etc.). At this elementary school age development
of social skills, interacting with peers in groups or
individually begins. Children are constantly in the
process of testing out relationships with others. They
need time and space in which to contemplate and practice
their interactions with others. And they learn how
to understand environmental clues regarding others'
desires for privacy and begin to put their own into use.
The open plan has lost support (or never had it) from
many teachers who dislike being exposed when teaching.
Jacobs (42 ) suggests that some may feel threatened by
being on view to their peers, supervisors and a larger
student body. Failures of their programs and disci-
plinary problems are more evident. Even if they feel
relatively secure, many teachers complain of the amount
of energy demanded by dealing with an open program and
the fact that open space offers no relief. The teacher
needs to be able to get out of the mainstream also; to
retreat with a group or an individual and work away from
distractions.
The best definition of privacy comes from Altman , who
describes it as a two-way process, not just one of
closing out others. It is a matter of controlling the
level of interaction. When the individual loses the
" There is no space provided for
teachers who need to be aZone for
a few minutes. I consider this
a serious oversight. If I could
press a button and make four walZs
appear around my cZass meeting
area, so that we could sing,
shout, or sit in silence for five
minutes, I would be delighted."
(Cashman School teacher)
... privacy mechanisms define the
limits and boundaries of the self.
When the permeability of those
boundaries is under the control
of a person, a sense of individual
developes. But it is not the in-
clusion or exclusion of others
that is vital to self-definition;
it is the ability to regulate con-
tact when desired." (Altman)
ENCLOSURE
" Disruptive beahviors also occur
because of the inadequate or im-
proper physical separation of
activities. " (OZds)
ability to regulate, the sense of isolation or over-
crowding may result. People control interaction by a
number of means, one of which, use of the built environ-
ment, concerns us here. Either we manipulate the
surroundings in some way, or we change our own position
relative to the environment in order to achieve the
desired level of privacy. Either we move a screen, or
sit at a study counsel to screen out intrusions. To
increase interaction we might open a door or turn to face
a neighbor. It follows that the more ways one has to get
to that certain level of privacy, the more likely he is
to achieve it, and the more satisfied he will be. There-
fore within reasonable limits, the more spatial variety
in an environment and the more pieces one can manipulate
to change it, the greater should be the opportunities.
When asked to put human figures into a model of a room
without making it too crowded, students put more of the
figures in the same space if it is subdivided with parti-
tions. (19) This laboratory experiment has corrolaries
in the real world. Rohe and Nuffer 67 ) conclude that
partitions "mediate the effects of density" Increasing
the density in a children's environment was seen to
inhibit social development. (In environments with
disturbed children it had anti-social consequences.) It
also had a negative effect on the child's ability to
"attend to tasks with a clearly defined goal" such as
puzzle solving. But when partitions separated activities
and stimulation from outside was decreased there was
more concentration on the task. In fact in testing
varying densities with and without partition "the most
constructive use of play materials occurred under the
high density partitioned condition." They go on to
conclude that "partitions may have decreased interrup-
tions--removing this possible source of frustration."
The previous investigation of the Pierce school concludes
that given a chance, there is a definite relationship
between the position in which children perform a task(35)
and the amount of enclosure around them. For
example, students feel sufficiently bounded by low
furniture if they are sitting or lying on the floor; if
they are sitting in a chair then a higher enclosure is
more desireable. This is privacy seeking behavior in
that we are better able to control the environment if
there is something at our backs. We feel more comfor-
table knowing some screen protects us from intrusions.
Propst notes this natural tendency exhibited in teachers
who, in undifferentiated open-plan schools, take the
"best" spot for themselves (back to the wall) and lecture
to an "exposed" class. (66)
" We fought like mad to keep the
aZZs. It's a developmental
issue of security and enclosure:
five-year-olds go for enclosed
space." (Devotion School teacher)
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FIVE SCHOOLS
To get an idea of how open-plan schools were used, a hand-
ful of schools in the Boston area were visited. Five
built in the last three to six years with distinctly open
areas were observed, and many teachers were informally
interviewed. Maps of many of the class areas, including
furniture location, were drawn and activity areas identi-
fied. For this study, what was most important was the
location and amount of furniture bounding the class areas.
Architects of all the schools were interviewed.
The most information was gathered at the
Cashman school, where three teachers and the principal
also provided written answers to a questionnaire, in
addition to the many comments obtained in conversation.
Class areas were mapped in detail. The next three
schools, Pierce, Devotion and Lawrence, are in the town
of Brookline, a suburb directly adjacent to
Boston. Well known for the quality of its public
school system, Brookline continues to attract families 23
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with school-age children. This is reflected by yearly
increases of 1%-2% in enrollment over the past four
years, while surrounding communities experience declines.
The three schools were all designed along the same edu-
cational program, with more or less adjustment to
existing conditions and specific users' desires.
Several teachers and the principal in each school
responded informally to questions. Parts of the Pierce
school's open space were studied in 1976.(35) A brief
amount of time was spent in the Quincy school in Boston,
mapping enclosure. In some schools it was possible to
calculate the length of the perimeter of class area that
had been built up with furniture as a percentage of the
'open' length. This gives an idea as to how much of the
actual spatial openness the teachers thought was approp-
riate. In all cases the modified openness was much less
than the designed openness. In the two schools where it
was actually measured (the Lawrence and Quincy schools)
the reduction of openness was extreme.
Other architecturally conventional schools in the area
were visited for comparison, but not studied.

CASHMAN
'UP
The Cashman school is located in Amesbury, MA; a rural
community 50 miles north of Boston that is becoming
increasingly suburban. Speed, as well as economy, was a
primary consideration in constructing this school for a
quickly-expanding population. One half of the building
containing the cafeteria, gymnasium and music room
(specialized, noisy functions) is separated from the
rest by a major circulation spine in order to allow for
community use. Administration and academic areas
occupy the eastern portion.
The architectural organization of the school's academic
area is in two "L"-shaped levels, each level containing
three pods. Each pod accomodates four classes, so there
are a total of 24 classes. The pods are all 60' x 60'
with structural columns at 20' intervals. The three
pods are separated from each other by bathrooms and wet
project areas. Each pod contains children of the same
grade, or nearly so. This study only looked at those
four pods occupied by Kindergarten to 4th grades. (5th
graders occupy the other pods.) Major circulation
routes run along the side edge Of'the "L" while some
natural light gets in the windows that run along the
outside of the "L." Added to the outside of some pods
are small group instruction rooms. The library on the
other side of the access routes makes up the missing
corner of the square located at the half level between
the two levels of the pods. Next to the library is the
"story room," a large group-room with seating tiers for
film watching and other similar group activities.
LEVEL I
PIERCE The Pierce school in Brookline, five years old, is
organized in three wings, two of which contain
classrooms. This investigation looked at the open plan
wing "A" containing twelve of the schools' class areas.
Class spaces and project areas are arranged on two
levels around a multi-level library. The exterior wall
jogs in and out to define all the class spaces with at
least two solid edges, and windows for ample natural
light. These bays and the structural system are on a
28' x 28' module. Ceilings are double height. While
originally intended for older children,(10) this wing
contains a mix of grades. This is seen as a distinct
advantage, "creating opportunities for corss-age work."
Access to Wing "A" is at one corner behind and under the
library; all traffic to class spaces or adjacent
special use rooms passes around the library. Project
areas abut each class space and may be shared in
different combinations according to the teachers'
desires.
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There is one other space that teachers can take classes
to for other activities, a performance pit which is at
the circulation node of the 2nd floor.
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DEVOTION The Devotion school, Brookline, MA, is a Kindergarten to
8th grade school, as are all elementary schools in the
town. It was recently renovated and added to, and has
been open for four years. It has two wings of classrooms;
one on either side of the renovated 1913 wing, which
contains administration, library, large group instruc-
tion rooms and other uses.
The renovated wing on the eastern side, originally built
in 1952, contains Kindergarten to 4th grade students.
There are five groupings of classes organized in two
stacks at half-levels along a path. Each grouping holds
one grade level, and age increases as you move up through
the wing. The lower two levels of the 1952 wing is a
double-loaded corridor building with the existing
interior walls replaced by folding partitions. The old
04 8 16 32
classrooms remain the main teaching stations, while what
was office space on the other side of the hall became
project areas and small group rooms.
The newly constructed wing to the west, has two identi-
cal levels and accomodates the 5-8th grades, (younger
children on the lower level). Each has six classrooms
grouped around an open project area with closed project
and small group rooms adjacent. Folding walls exist
between most classrooms and in many instances, where
three sides of a class area are permanent walls, total
enclosure is possible. Though this thesis concentrates
on the earlier grades, both wings were mapped, since
their very different layouts were an interesting con-
trast. Currently the school has many more classes than
it was designed for.
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LAWRENCE The Lawrence school (Kindergarten to 8th grade, Brook-
line) is also an added to/renovated building originally
built in 1926 and open for five years. The original
organization was a central section with two wings. The
eastern wing now houses the arts and science areas, while
all academic areas are in the western wing which is where
the addition was built. The center section contains
administration, library, gym, and large group instruc-
tion. The original central corridor remains the major
circulation.
The classrooms, arranged on the three levels of the
academic wing, have varying degrees of openness. The
youngest students are on the ground level, where most of
the additions were made. On each level there is one
totally enclosed classroom. Others in the existing
building are virtually enclosed and allow teachers to
vary enclosure with furniture in the openings.
APPITIot4
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The first level's organization is that of a series of
spaces off a path, that turns off the original corridor.
Shared areas are intermingled. Two kindergarten classes
occupy a relatively separate area at the end of the path. a
The second level for intermediary grades has five 3
classes arranged around a large shared area. Circula-
tion moves down one side of this shared space. The V
third level houses the seventh and eighth grades in an
open area of four classrooms with a central path and no .1LI1 |
shared space. -- ___
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QUINCY The Quincy school, Kindergarten to 5th grade, open for
three years now, is operating at under designed capacity.
Academic areas occupy the upper two floors of the
building. Recreational uses, auditorium and cafeteria
are all on the lower two floors for access by the commu-
nity. Other community uses occupy other parts of the
second (ground) level, which also contains the school
administration, special education rooms and the entrance
to the school.
9U13WAY
Both academic levels have two sub-schools; one on either
side of the two-'level library. These access into the
vertical circulation "node" around which are grouped
separate kindergarten spaces. The four sub-schools are
identical with exits at either end. Within them are three
enclosed rooms for special uses in addition to the open
space that contains six classes each. More special
education classrooms are located on these two floors, in
the eastern corner. Each sub-school contains roughly
the same age children.
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Other schools visited offer programmatic as well as
spatial contrasts to the five open-plan schools.
The Angier school inNewton, a suburb of Boston, is at
least 50 years old. All classes are in self-contained
rooms except for two that occupy the old library. The
library now occupies the old auditorium. The two
kindergarten/lst grades occupying the old library team-
teach, as do other pairs of teachers despite the walls.
The Cambridge Alternative Public School program currently
occupies an old parochial school building. The program
is committed to an open approach to education. It is
significant therefore that the principal said he would
not want to be housed in an open-plan school, based on
his knowledge of their performance. Talking with some of
the teachers revealed that their classrooms did not
offer the necessary range of privacy, and that an ideal
situation for their program would be a combination of
shared area and private space; noisy and quiet zones.
The Fayerweather school is a small, progressive, private
school in Cambridge. Teachers have highly particularized
their spaces with furniture, construction materials
found and bought, and modular systems of their own
making.
THE OPEN-PLAN
We have been building open-plan schools in this country
for the last fifteen years. Through this life-span the
shape of this building type has changed. Earlier open-
plan schools have been called barn-like, (44) in that one
huge space holds many classes with no fixed definition
between them. In later examples, clusters of classes
are defined in pods, thereby breaking down the numbers
of people in one space. The schools examined here show
this general trend towards more definition of each
class space, yet remaining open. The increase in defi-
nition is a direct response to the problems of the
large space, which has led to a great deal of dissatis-
faction with the whole idea of open-plans. But there
do appear to be some real benefits of some openness. typicalpod school
The primary reason for building open-plan schools are of
course educational. Open-plan schools were thought to pro-
mote emerging methods of teaching. As the idea of the open-
plan gained more support other rationales became popular. 37
It was suggested that in addition to being educationally
progressive, this building type was cheaper and more
flexible. These three rationales; reasons of educational
practice, reasons of flexibility, and reasons of cost are
discussed in order of increasing importance.
COST Often in practice, the building's cost is a primary
shaping force. Many architects and educators argued
that building costs could be reduced with the open plan
because: there were no interior walls to build,
corridors weren't needed so space was saved, and a mini-
mum of perimeter wall could be built because natural
light penetrated further into an open plan building.
Opinions have changed, and practice has refuted these
contentions.
Windows, natural light and connections to the world out-
side are an important part of the classroom, certainly
in more open programs where the outside is a learning
resource. Every class area should be adjacent to the
building's skin.
Circulation is circulation, and space gets eaten up by
it whether in a corridor or in open space (discussed
later in "circulation"). The allowances necessary for
moving through the open area must be made by the designer.
As for the interior walls, the money saved is often
spent on long-spanning structure, or expensive parti-
tions. (See "flexibility.") Even if not, a lot goes
into the greater amount of furniture (storage and
screening) teachers typically use to define their space
in open space. More important, acousticians, educators
and behavioral scientists agree that more space per
pupil is required in an open-plan than in traditional
classrooms. Initial building costs and life-cycle
costs of this extra space may make the open plan a
costlier option. (64)
The architect, designing a building to fit a program of
various needs, is aware that those needs may change in
forseeable or unforseeable ways. To some extent, the
design process involves trading off the priorities of
addressing present with future needs. Flexibility, a
worthwhile goal in any environment, is defined as the
ability of that environment to accomodate potential and
forseeable needs over its lifetime. Needs change
because values, goals, and modes of operation change.
If a building no longer provides for these new needs it
becomes obsolete. Consequently, if school buildings are
to be cost-effective they must be flexible. The idea of
the open-plan school, evolving at a time of great up-
heaval in educational practice, was embraced by educators
and architects because it was thought to be flexible. (20)
" The significantly increased
floor space necessary to provide
minimal separation between groups
in an open space invariably is
overlooked in economic planning."
(Yerges)
The question may well be raised
as to what changes will be found
in a (description of an elementary
classroom) twenty years hence.
It is clear that ideas of pupil-
teacher relationships are changing.
It is also evident that the rela-
tionship of pupil to subject
matter is undergoing considerable
revision." (Engelhardt, 1941)
FLEXIBILITY
The act of tearning itself
celebrates choice." (Bernstein)
If teaching patterns were changing radically at the
time, who could say what they would be in a few years.
So, at the same time that the open-plan attempted to
accomodate open education, it tried to address flexi-
bility. Unfortunately, like the use of the concept
"open," the concept "flexibility" suffers from misunder-
standing and misapplication. Nowhere is this more
evident than in its use in the learning environment.
(52)Kevin Lynch points to three meanings of flexibility
which should not be confused. Summarized as environ-
mental variety, malleability and adaptability, they
indicate an implicit sense of time-frame, as well as
space, to the idea of environmental flexibility.
Environmental variety is flexibility in the present; it
is the existence of options. The ability to choose amongst
several different settings gives the user the best chance
for as good a fit as possible to his needs at the moment.
Varying the quality of adjacent spaces, rather than making
them similar, provides options. Variables of concern
are degree of enclosure, size and shape of space, and
acoustical, visual and psychological privacy. To a
lesser extent we must be aware of lighting, mechanical
systems, access to storage and surface materials among
other variables.
If the setting available does not match the users' needs,
then one of two things happens. Either the scope of the
needs is modified to fit what the environment offers, or
the user modifies the environment. If the user has to
change his behavior, as in the first case, the environ-
ment is not flexible. If it can be shaped or adapted to
suit, then it is. Malleability and adaptability can be
thought of as two ends of a time and effort continuum.
Malleability, at one end, is change involving a low
amount of work that can be done quickly and frequently.
In school buildings it typically involves low techno-
logy hardware and has few implications for other
variables. Moving a blackboard to provide a screen, is
an example of this end of the continuum.
On the other hand, adaptability, demands a lot of labor,
takes time, and is seldom done. To facilitate adapta-
bility in schools, highly technical solutions are
usually employed, such as those developed by SCSD and
SEF. (23) It is the type of effort done over a weekend or
more, and often means changes of the environmental
supports systems; lighting, ventilation, etc. Relo-
cating partitions to create a larger room is an example
of adaptation. An important function of adaptability,
is the ability to adapt to growth. If a building is to
be enlarged later, what is builit now must be adaptable
enough now to change in order to cope with new burdens on 41
the total building and its systems.
From the teacher's and students' standpoint, working day
to day in a certain space in the building, adaptability
is not as important as manipulability and variety,
simply because the former is usually outside the domain
of their control. Adaptability is more the concern of
the administration that decides larger planning issues.
What types of flexibility are important, and in what
order of priority, is critical to the discussion of
designing for privacy in a learning environment. The
question of how to provide the requisite flexibility is
subject for debate; previous efforts, it seems, having
often missed the point.
An investigation of elementary school activities indi-
cates that in all class groups there is a need for
various degrees (none, partial, complete) and various
types (acoustical, visual, and psychological) of privacy,
in most elementary level educational programs. Differ-
ent combinations are often needed at the same time, and
always over the course of the day. It follows from this
that both variety and malleability of privacies and
enclosure are necessary since the need is immediate.
Both teacher and architect are responsible for providing
some amount of each of these conditions. There may be
some overlap between them, but while there are many
levels of privacy that the architect cannot be expected
to provide, there are many conditions the teacher cannot
create.
Given the proper equipment, any space closed or open,
bland or varied, is manipulable. It just may take more
effort and imagination (not to mention furniture and
screening) to create a satisfactory classroom when the
starting point has little articulation. The design of a
learning environment should, within reason, support a
number of opportunities for privacy. It can do this
either by building in a variety of spaces in the first
place, or by letting the wall configurations and other
building features suggest enclosure that the users add
to. If the architect makes a minimal amount of defini-
tion and says that the space is therefore flexible, he
is guilty of passing the buck. (52)
No matter how little enclosure is provided, the typical
class space is already well defined anyway, as the
following examples show. In addition to the inevitable
existence of the class group as an organizational unit,
the ways in which a large space are used are to a great
extent predefined by access routes and facilities such
as blackboards, windows, sinks, and fixed storage.
One architectural device that is manipulable and used in
many "flexible" schools, is the folding or accordian
wall. These are usually fixed in one place, although
... a sea of space without terri-
torial definitions, forcing occu-
pants to the edge, resulting in
less interaction and higher cost
as unused footage becomes spatial
buffer." (Propst)
some adaptable building systems have also developed
their own relocatable, folding partitions.(20) Based on
the observable fact that so many of these folding
partitions are either premanently shut or open, their
use is generally unsuccessful. But on occasion a
school is designed and used in such a way that these
are a useful tool, as in parts of the old wing of the
Devotion school. They are very expensive, over five
times the cost of a standard framed partition.(56) And
like demountable partitions their cost increases as they
get better at reducing noise transference, and easier to
use.
The idea that homogeneous space under long-spanning roofs
is flexible in any sense of the word is misleading, but
this is the kind of building many new schools have been
(and continue to be) housed in. This is true whether the
area is "landscaped" (to use the office-planning term)
where furniture and partial partitions define spaces; or
whether relocatable partitioning systems are used; or
some combination. The problem is that when relocatable
partitions are used in real situations, their adap-
tability cannot justify the architectural constraints
and their expensiveness. However, without full height
partitions, the full range of privacy needed cannot be
provided.
In a large undifferentiated space, spatial variety with
regard to privacy is non-existant. With a manipulable
set of screens and/or furnishings, some levels of privacy
are possible, but not all. A variety of visually and
psychologically private sub-spaces can be created, but
acoustical privacy is more elusive.
Adaptable buildings based on compatible building sys-
tems such as SCSD, SEF feature relocatable mechanical
systems and employ demountable full-height partitions.
The relocatable partitions require uniform ceiling
heights, similar ceiling treatment and lighting through-
out, and a layout based on a simple five-foot grid; in
short, space without variation.
" The undifferentiated open
pZ.... was rejected as a valid
concept. " (Pearson)
They may offer acoustical as well as visual privacy in
distinct rooms. They are not useful at creating inter-
mediary levels of privacy. A full range of possibilities
can be made with the addition of manipulable furnishings.
The type of space generated by systems like SCSD and SEF
is of questionable value relative to its adaptability.
Certainly a good case can be made against employing
complicated systems over more conventional building
methods which can offer variety and are not, of course,
unadaptable.
In 1958, several years before these school building
systems were developed, Kevin Lynch( 5 2 ) had written "...
such unspecialized , "non-directed" forms may be of
great value in maximizing present choice, but they are
not necessarily more adaptable. Once occupied and in
use, with partitions established, they may be as resis-
tant to change as any other." Christopher Alexander(2)
points out that this is because change invoked by some-
one on one side of the partition affects those on the
other. Mutual, and therefore more difficult decisions
have to be made. People tend to resist giving up terri-
tory, consequently adaptability is only effective when
large-scale replanning is dictated by ahigher authority.
But even so, is this in fact a useful tool and do the
benefits justify initial extra cost? The partitions
themselves cost over twice the price of a standard
wall. (56)
A study by a multi-national education group (Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development: OECD) (61)
tested various programs in two school buildings and
concluded that most programmatic changes required no
modification of partitions, and that when some was needed'
it would be slight. In no way did a change in educa-
tional program justify the expensive relocatable
partitioning system. They also agreed that while a
structural frame construction was important to allowing
future change, as opposed to load bearing walls, there
was no need for long spanning structures (also expen-
sive), since in practice the columns did not interfere
with the use of space.
Is there in fact a need for adaptability? Uses do
change, so buildings change function, but there is no
direct correspondence between such a change and spatial
change. As Lynch points out, it is a loose and limited
linkage.(53 ) Alexander's description of using an old
house as an ideal environment for office space is an
appropriate analogy. (2) There are generic patterns of
use in all activities that transcend building types and
room classifications. In the case of the schools
visited for this study, the Angier school, where
"...it seems evident, that changes
in architecture do not, in and of
themselves, make a great difference."
(Martin/Pavan)
" Adaptability exists in spaces
that offer choice." (Fawcett)
large closets had become special one-on-one instruction
rooms, had provided for this new need just as satis-
factorilyas the modern schools. This confirms the
OCED's opinion that adaptability is best served by the
provision of spatial variety in the first place.(61)
Designers and planners justifying their systems approach
argue that by fixing the built definition in this way,
inflexibility results. However, complex buildings are
not necessarily as inadaptable as buildings that are
narrowly suited. (52) The irony is that the systems
approach creates buildings that in fact are narrowly
suited.
The compatability of the systems, a major goal toward
interchangeability, constrains the range of architec-
tural possibilities to such a great extent, that
resulting spaces are so homogeneous that they cannot
fulfill all users' needs. Lynch and the OCED agree
that the designer must plan for the stated present set
of needs. If some change is forseen and explicitly
documented then it is easy to design to this too, but
the present needs should not be sacrificed for that
which is unknown. Designing with an emphasis on
spatial variety with manipulable furnishings in mind,
will in any event reduce the impact of future change and
the need for adaptability. It is in these two categories
design efforts should be focussed.
The original rationale for building open-plan schools
was that they facilitate some aspects of an open
educational philosophy. There may be some grain
of truth in that idea, but educators are quick to point
out that the two should not be equated. It seems
that too many architects, building committees and edu-
cators have done so in the past, and discovered the
differences too late.
An open plan can only foster open education in as much
as the activities generated by such a philosophy are
constrained by a room's enclosure and the singularity of
such a space. In regard to the three behavioral impli-
cations of open education mentioned previously, (variety
of simultaneous activities, variety of groupings, and
flux of people), open space affects the flow of people
beyond the classroom walls and the creation of groups
from many classes.
Activities that take place within the class area are not
enhanced by the lack of walls. This is borne out by
observations in many of the schools where enclosed
classrooms existed. In the Pierce, Devotion, and
Angier schools among others, the activity-center layouts
of enclosed classrooms manifest an open structured
education process.
ACCESS AND
COMMUNICATION
" Open classrooms are a matter of
attitude and content, and not of
simple architecture. " (CZeverdon)
tr
... one can plan for privacy and
stilZ maintain an arrangement twhich
permits a natural flow from one
activity to another." (Jacobs)
The educational advantages of rooms without walls lie in
the ability to communicate with others and to come and
go from the space more easily without distracting others.
Doors may inhibit spontaneous movement to the
many destinations outside the class area.
As the education process depends more and more on a multi-
tude of books and other resources, not all of which are
in the classrooms, students spend a lot of time in the
library and travelling to and fro. The importance of the
use of the library in school life is evident from its
position and size in the school. For all six schools it
was the central element in plan. The new schools, Cash-
man, Pierce, and Quincy had organized the academic areas
around it. The renovated schools, Devotion and Lawrence,
and the Angier had all carved new libraries out of their
old auditoriums which had previously been the central
organizing element.
Increasingly, government mandated programs are increas-
ing the flow in and out of the classroom. Programs
such as "Title 1" and the-mainstreaming of students with
disabilities, are part of the trend to provide instruc-
tion tailored to individual needs. 49 ) Title 1 is a
federal program that puts more teachers in the schools
for remedial tutoring. Mainstreaming is the idea of
keeping children with disabilities in school where as
before they might have been sent to special schools.
Whatever the problem, physical, mental, emotional, or
just the need for extra tutoring, more and more children
spend some part of their day under the tutelage of
specialists. The result is often a constant change in
the makeup of the class. Educators point out that this
.process of pulling students out of class (or even
sending specialists into the class) is "disruptive, time
consuming and stigmatizing. " It would seem impor-
tant for the students, especially students pulled out of
class, to make this a less noticeable event. Openness
can to some degree accomplish this.
Team teaching in one form or another occurs in some
schools. Defined as the sharing of responsibility for
two or more classes between teachers, it involves flexi-
ble grouping of students. It may only occur at certain
times of the day for certain activities, but when and if
it happens, it is made simpler by the adjacency and ease
of passage between the class areas involved. But it was
noted that team teaching happens in enclosed room
schools despite the walls. For example in the Angier
school, teaming occurred in both fifth and sixth grades
in addition to the cooperation in the large room. In
the Cashman school, in Pod "F," where all four teachers
team taught (they exchanged students to create various
" Interconnected spaces make for
ease in assimilating extra adults
to work with individual chiZ-
dren. .. " (U.K. Department of
Education and Science)
" I really feel the largest bene-
fit is to the teachers. So much
can happen, given a chance. You
get input from four people in-
stead of one. So much sharing
can take place. As a result, the
children benefit in the long run
from improved prograns." (Cash-
man School teacher)
" I love the building and the
interaction between kids and
adults from other classes."
(Pierce School teacher)
"..WhiZe in this sense supervision
is greater than in a self-contained
room, it is also considerably less
obtrusive." (E.F.L.)
ability groupings); one teacher said they might have
done it in a closed school, but the openness made it
easier. Other studies have noted the difficulty of
attempting organizational variety in enclosed class-
rooms. (73)
Whether or not team teaching or any educational exchange
is taking place between teachers, the fact that teachers
come in to more contact with each other is a very bene-
ficial by-product of openness. Many teachers in this
study and others, expressed the advantages of seeing each
other more often during the day. They learned from each
other, could be supportive of each other, and were on
hand in times of crises. 32% of the 210 teachers Gump
and Ross 38 ) interviewed cited the psychological bene-
fits, mutual stimulation and commaraderie, of this
togetherness in the open plan, and others concur. (44,70)
In the Angier school's double classroom it was pointed
out that one teacher could leave the room taking a
small group to the library, knowing the other students
were supervised. Teachers acknowledged the fact that
they could get involved with a particular student or
group and know that other adults were around if their
other students acted up out of sight. (Other studies
have said the same. (22) ) The sharing between classes
of spatial resources, such as project areas, sinks,
bathrooms, specialized equipment, needs openness.
Teachers need to be able to supervise their students
using such areas. Children need to feel comfortable
and confident in leaving an area they know is theirs and
entering one where ownership is not so clear. Visual
connections back to home base help them feel secure, an
important prerequisite to concentrated work. (60)
Numerous studies of open-plan schools have not been able
to completely clarify the benefits or disadvantages of
open plan. They only confirm the opinion that the role
of the architecture is not the determinant of
behavior as some proponents may have thought because it
is overshadowed by so many other factors. But we assume
that the built environment is either supportive of, or
a hindrance to certain behaviors and at some level
evidence of this comes through.
Measuring the achievement of students in open-plan schools
against that of students in conventional schools, probably
encompasses too many other variables. Consequently, no
consensus has been reached. (34) At least the open-plan
does not seem to be conclusively detrimental in this re-
gard. Similarly, studies of self-concept and pupils'
attitudes show conflicting results. (54)
EVALUATIONS
Architecture, because of its
superstructuraZ nature, can modi-
fy the environment directZy; but
it cannot dictate the activities
that go on in the environment."
(DeCarlo)
" There are too many variables
in most classroom situations for
really rigorous scientific re-
search. " (William James, as
quoted by J. Dewey)
Researchers, in comparing, have noted that in open-plan
schools there was a greater variety of student
behaviors, students worked in groups more and were in
more communication with their teachers and peers.(4)
That the "mean number of learning sites entered were
greater in open schools than in traditional" i.e.,
students moved around using more of the space, and that
open schools provided more of certain kinds of variety
and stimulation. (37) "That children are more free to
move about and work together without bothering others,
thus freeing the teacher for individual work with
students," may be a great advantage of open plan, not
completely attributable to the space, but probably helped
byi. (44)byit
Most evaluators have found less change in open-plan
classes than was expected. They attribute this to lack
of change in organizing structure and teacher habit.
The fact that, for many, seat work still predominates,
and that only the walls have gone; the blackboards, desks,
shape and size of the class area remain the same.(4 )
Maybe the best case against openness is that the hope
for the "school as a total educational resource" has not
in fact proven realistic,(4 ) therefore why is the
openness necessary?
The major benefit of the increased sense of communica-
tion and interaction, is also the root of the problems.
Lack of privacy and distractions, both aural and visual,
detract from the learning process. But it is important
to acknowledge to what extent these are problems of
openness of space versus results of more open educa-
tional practice.
Implementation of an open education policy or some
approximation of one, creates distractions and privacy
problems no matter what the degree of spatial enclosure.
Because of the number of activities going on within the
classroom at any one time, there will be distractions
and extraneous noise. A great deal of aural and visual
stimuli, commotion, is obviously accepted as part of
open education, but some of it may conflict with other
activities. When that happens and tasks cannot be
completed as a result, there is a need for privacy. At
least in a conventional closed room the whole group,
which is responsible only to itself, has privacy.
When the walls are removed, potentially conflicting
situations multiply or are controlled by other than
spatial means. Now the effects of the activities in-
trude upon the community, and each group must be respon-
DISTRACTIONS
" There are a lot of 'sociali-
zing' activities and role-play-
ing that I don't use because of
noise level." (Cashman School
teacher)
"1... it appears that contrary to
popular expectations and beliefs
facilitated by the disparity in
the connotation of the term
'open', there is likely to exist
in open schools a tendency by
school personnel to implement
rules and standard procedures
to control behavior and inter-
action formerly controlled by
physical barriers. This suggests
that open facilities are often
new houses for old behavior.
Even though open space schools are
thought to facilitate increased
flexibility (in formal structure),
it appeared that open space in-
directly facilitated functional
rigidity rather than functional
flexibility." (Larany)
The spatial barriers dissolved
with the classroom walls then
come to be replaced by the tem-
poral dividers of timetables
which were often absent in the
old situation in the infant's
school. In this way some as-
pects of the educational experi-
ence can become more, rather
than less, formal and even the
variety of activities may be re-
duced." (Evans)
sible to that larger body. Gauvin notes that this may
constrain behavior in the class area, and that students
indicated teachers communicate greater tension due to
their fear of disturbing others. (34)
Certain activities that involve a great deal of commo-
tion that could take place in a room may no longer be
possible, may have to take place at a prescribed time
worked out by teachers, or may have to take place in a
separate special purpose room. "The more innovative and
expressive aspects of the classroom--e.g., dramatics and
creative movement--may be inhibited by the more public
setting." Teachers reaffirmed this opinion at both the
Cashman and Pierce schools, and one quarter of those
surveyed by Gump and Ross cited having ,to do without
certain activities because they would disturb neighbors.
In 1976 Gump (37) noted that an inflexibility of programm-
ing tended to occur as a result of this problem. The
desire not to disturb one another led teachers to
schedule quiet and noisy times together. Making the
scheduling of activities more rigid defeats some of
the objectives of an open education. What has happened
is that the "hard" structure has been replaced by "soft"
structure. The walls have given way to administrative
forms of activity definition.
That teachers are forced into a less than optimal
teaching program because they have to regulate or limit
parts of it is probably the best reason against the open
plan, assuming that students are losing out as a result.
Of course, if as in many schools, other private spaces
are available for these activities, the problem may be
partially solved. Then it becomes an issue of scheduling
use of this shared space and its proximity to the "home
territory."
The farther from the class area such a space is, the
less it is likely to be used, since that would involve
more effort and planning. The Cashman, Pierce and Law-
rence schools have "story pits," tiered areas for group
watching or performing. At the Lawrence school it was in
the middle of the academic area but completely exposed;
it was "not used that much." At the Pierce school it
was at the center of the school in the middle of the
major circulation path. Teachers at the Cashman school
complained that theirs, also bounded by circulation
paths, was not private enough. Noisy activities in the
story room disturbed the adjacent library and people
walking past disturbed the activity in it. Teachers
also felt that the tiering at Cashman was too constrain-
ing since it was the only "private" space they could use,
"I do miss being able to use the
quiet rooms. At my last school,
we had conference rooms which
were large enough for a whole
class. These were in constant
use. I find there is nowhere
to take the group to do an es-
pecially noisy or quiet acti-
vity. There are activities I
don't do anymore, because they
would disrupt the whole area."
(Cashman School teacher)
ACOUSTICS
" No single type of teaching space
can provide an adequate solution
to the acoustic needs of primary
school users." (Lewis)
it did not allow exercise, or activities requiring
movement.
The Devotion school is the best example of providing a
variety of places to the users for noisy or quiet acti-
vities while remaining open. (Unfortunately at this time
many were being used as overflow classrooms.) The new
wing has conference rooms, shared "noisy" rooms and
shared "quiet" areas. (Designations per architect.)
The old wing has enclosable group rooms and project
areas. Thus teachers, if these rooms had not been in use
by overflow classes, would have had a variety of space
in which to conduct activities. They would have had the
option to go into an enclosed room if they didn't
already have one. Or they could share an open area with
other classes if they wanted to get out of the room.
Acoustic studies of open-plan schools show results con-
trary to popular belief. Noise is a consistent complaint
of teachers in these schools. Informal interviews are
consistent with Gump and Ross' survey(39) which cites 37%
(over and above those that cite distractions). Acousti-
cians point out however that it is not noise level (the
volume) that is distracting, but other aspects of the
acoustic environment.
Obviously, there are limits as to how much noise can be
tolerated. Over and above a certain noise level the
situation becomes unworkable; teachers find themselves
shouting to be heard at small distances, the effects
snowball and things get out of hand quickly. In the
Pierce school, the principal sounded a chime throughout
the open space to indicate the noise level was becoming
excessive. Studies indicate the noise levels in open
plan schools are not usually at that level. Walsh(74 )
suggests maximum allowable levels of 65 dB(A) (decibels),
whereas Yerges(80 ) found mean levels of 55 dB(A) in a
study of buildings in nine school systems.
Studies also show, despite some opinion, that noise levels
are much the same in open-plan as they are in conventional
classrooms, given similar types of programs.(ll80) (One
study that shows open plan levels slightly higher, indi-
cated it was not enough to affect performance. (Kyzar in
Gauvin 34) Some teachers at the Cashman school indi-
cated they were no more concerned with the noise now,
than they had been in an enclosed room. In any event, a
study concerning the effects of noise on reading compre-
hension "detected no adverse effect on performance,"
although students did tend to work more slowly.(75)
The real issue is the variation of noise level and dis-
cernability which in fact cause distractions. Students
say that "the talking of other students, not general
noise, is most distracting." This attests to the
fact that the part of the noise that is intelligible, or
almost so, takes one's attention away from the task at
hand because it has meaning and is information the mind
understands. "White noise," noise without meaningful
content is easy to disregard within these normal levels.
As experts discovered in their experience with the open
plan office, it is possible to render much of the noise
unintelligible by masking it with the proper amount of
"white noise." This raises the sound level only slightly
and insignificantly, as it engulfs mentally stimulating
sounds, or at least breaks them up. Although in the
closed classroom there are fewer sources of sounds,
each one is more discernible. In open space, the acti-
vities across the space generate so many sounds that a
fairly effective "white noise" exists.
Variation of noise level has an effect on the behavioral
phenomenon of acclimation. When levels are more con-
stant, students may become less aware of the background
stimuli. If the level varies there are more "surprises"
to grab the attention. Yerges found that closed class-
rooms in fact had larger variations in levels than open
space (even though averages were the same).(80) Dis-
tracting sounds coming across in lulls in the background
noise are therefore picked up more frequently in closed
rooms.
Researchers have discovered that complaints in school
environments about acoustical conditions correlate
closely with the reverberant quality of the space. (80)
Thus all agree instructional spaces should not be
"live." (32) Surfaces must be sound absorbing; carpeted
floors, acoustic ceilings, etc. The regular, reflective
surfaces of conventional four-walled classrooms tend to
reinforce sounds making them more perceptible. The
absence and irregularity of partitioning devices in the
open plan are more effective in dispersing sounds. For
this reason, Brunetti says the open plan can be a
superior acoustical environment. (11)
As mentioned before, acousticians have determined more
space is needed in open space schools than conventional
schools. Many have observed the "non-functional barrier/
zone" surrounding teaching stations of more conventional
teachers. When signal-to-noise ratio (the level of
what you want to hear over what you don't) is used to
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model class areas based on "chalk and talk" teaching
styles, double the square footage of enclosed rooms are
required, much of which is buffer zone. (No screen-
ing whatsoever.) Similar conclusions were drawn by
Walsh based on a population density vs. background noise
level, keeping the maximum 65 dB as a limit. (74) But
when Yerges(.80) compared open-plan schools where the
users were "reasonably satisfied," with conventional
space allocations, only a 30-55% increase was deemed
appropriate.
Signal-to-noise ratio increases (i.e., conditions improve)
as the distance between listener and speaker decreases
relative to the distance between the listener and the
sources of noise. This typically happens when the popu-
lation density decreases in a space, or when, as in a
more open educational program, people are gathered in
smaller groups. Obviously the lecture format suffers
most in open plans because of the relatively large
distances teachers have to communicate across to reach
students in the last row. The physical ramifications of
this were seen in several schools where the students'
desks were huddled into a corner of the available space
close to the blackboard.
Information on visual issues in open space are not as
well researched as acoustical ones, primarily because
visual stimuli are much more difficult to measure.
Brunetti's study shows that "acoustical distractions
are more influential than vrisual factors" in disrupting
students, presumably because it is harder to focus the
ears, than the eyes. However, it is not entirely possi-
ble to separate the two. Research (80 ) finds that de-
creased visual distraction enhanced users' perceptions of
decreased aural distraction. Thus it may be that in part
visual 'clutter' is transalated into 'noise' by the users
in an attempt to explain the large amount of commotion they
perceive.
Acoustical phenomena appear to have some visual analogies.
Like the signal/noise ratio, the distance between viewer
and the source of information is critical. The longer
it gets, the more likely peripheral activities or move-
ment will be perceived and distract the student. When
students focus on something close in front of them it is
evident, from walking by, that a visitor's presence is
less distracting. Again, more conventional classes
where students sit in rows looking at a blackboard at a
relatively far distance from the focus of their atten-
tion, are bound to have more problems in open space than
a program where small group interactions are the rule.
VISUAL FIELD
" A visitor causes little or no
stir among children or staff.
(A visitor to a standard class-
room can be a disrupting experi-
ence.)" (E.F.L.)
" Clutter in the visual task may
be thought of as the visual analog
to noise in the auditory task."
(Larson)
As with acoustical stimulation, some teachers said they
felt students got used to the cluttered visual environ-
ment, and Olds(60 ) suggests that richness in the visual
environment is important to stimulating the student.
However, she points out, perceptions of the vastness of
space as in some open-plan schools can be "over-arousing"
and therefore feel uncomfortable. So it was not sur-
prising that one teacher thought a highly defined open
plan, was not a visually taxing environment because at
the children's working eye level, sub-enclosures
blocked sight lines.
Brunetti 11 ) studied the relationship between students'
perceptions of noise and their need for privacy in
schools of open plan and conventional design. Part of
his conclusion was that open space "does not automatically
result in higher distraction or lower privacy as pre-
ceived by elementary students." Distractability is also a
function of the student and of the task being done.
Teachers often say that the open-plan is more appropriate
for some students than for others; that it depends on
the student's own self-discipline. Evans suggests
that more informal settings may favor certain children
over others as a result. And of course there are some
tasks that require little concentration, while others
need much. With so many variables, task, student and
program, it seems that any learning environment must
accomodate a variety of privacy needs, while still keep-
ing options open.
Studies of privacy in the open plan show somewhat differ-
ing results, perhaps indicating that there are very
different possibilities for achieving privacy in the
different schools observed. Venezky(73) mentions the
problem of the lack of privacy in open-plan schools and
interviews with students(22) have generally said the
same. Brunetti suggests however, that open-space
mass provide more privacy, presumably because there are
more places outside the class area where the students can
go. Teachers' opinions have also been mixed. Those
teaching in open-plan schools are generally supportive
with reservations, according to one study.(65) Teachers
like the "fluidity and flexibility" but also want to
"escape," to get away from all the activity.(31) But in
many school districts where there is a choice, teachers
opposed to the idea may have gone to other schools with
conventional rooms, thereby biasing such studies. In
this study, except for the teachers at the Quincy school
in Boston, teachers were mostly positive and enthusiastic,
but again with some reservations.
Probably the best way of explaining these reactions to
" For an individual to have con-
trol over a sensed condition of
environment means simply that the
person possesses the response
capability to cause that condition
to vary in as many of the possible
ways that it can." (Wise/Kahle)
DEFINING SPACE
noise and visual stimulation is that where there are more
choices, the users will be more satisfied. When teachers
and students have no options they will be less so. As a
result, 'noise' as well as lack of privacy, are perceived
as problems, even if the noise is not greater in an open-
plan school than in a traditional school as some studies
say.
Circulation in the schools observed is such a problem
that the issue demands a good deal of attention. The
main purpose of the open plan is, as mentioned, the
"freedom to circulate without there being a special
independent function of circulation. " (64) But the
second-half of this statement is untenable in light of
the way the schools observed operate. In the 'ideal open
program where everyone works to their own schedule, no
defined circulation space might be feasible. The major-
ity of programs however, like those observed in and
around Boston, depend heavily on the scheduling of
resources (gym, music, etc.) based on the unit of the
class. So two types of flow are present in these
schools. A class moving as one is a very different
condition from individuals going about their work alone.
The' distinction must be acknowledged.
It is a case of the whole being greater than the sum of
the parts. When large groups circulate through open
spaces they almost unavoidably create a disturbance.
Even if hushed, a class group generates distractions
visual and other acoustical stimuli. This is not acti-
vity in the background--too often it is too close and
too big an event to be disregarded. It is also one of
the few most disturbing activities that cannot be
avoided. Singing, exercising and other noisy activities
can be done elsewhere or be suppressed, but circulation
in groups is a fact of life. Typically, the class moves
as a whole to lunch, recess, gym and many other events.
Because of scheduling they typically move at different
times from other groups who may be involved in concen-
trated efforts at the time. There were very definite
responses to this problem in one form or another in all
of the open schools visited.
It is evident from this and other open-plan school eval-
uations that given class groupings, there will always be
a well established set of boundaries between territories.
Just as teachers have responsibility for a certain number
of children, so are they in charge of a specialized
space. The building may prescribe the areas, as does the
Pierce school with its articulated plan-form. Or they
may be left slightly ambiguous, and yet have other build-
ing elements essentially define them.
CASHMAN Almost four years after moving in, the Cashman school has
erected walls separating the circulation paths from the
pods, and from the library. These are permanent walls
despite the fact that Cashman was designed for demount-
able partitions. In addition, one pathway behind the
"story room" through to the library is "restricted."
Despite these efforts, and the story rooms folding parti-
tions, some thought it less than useful because it is "in
the middle of traffic."
The library has undergone a major transformation from
completely open to mostly enclosed. Surrounded on three
sides by major paths of the circulation, it was vulner-
able to numerous distractions. The area used by the
library is now reduced from what architects' drawings
suggested it might be (in addition to the loss of the
lower area of the library, taken over by "special needs"
users). Circulation along one edge has been restricted
and walls have been built along the remaining two
trafficked edges.
The use of the Cashman school pointed out how important
the access to the class space is in determining the use
of the space, and how the physical form affects access.
The classes in each pod tend to move together to recess
and lunch, etc., at different times from other pods, but
may move on their own schedule for other activities.
The frequent occurrence of having four classes walk past
a pod where students are working made it necessary to
erect walls. For other activities (music, art) classes
within the pod move at different times. Although the
pods are all the same size and shape, the new walls
separating them and the circulation create such differ-
ent entry conditions that paths within the pods are also
very different. Consequently, it affects the way the
four teachers have divided up the space.
In pod "A" two classes (3 and 4) enter their areas
directly from the major circulation, while the other (1
and 2) have agreed to a path along the wet area, trying
not to encroach on the space of 3 and 4 who are a
different age group and have a somewhat different
schedule.
Pod "B" is entered at one point, the corner, and is
consequently organized in a way unforseen by the archi-
tect. The area around the entry point becomes a major
node, and so this corner cannot be used by any class.
The main path within the pod originates here and cuts
through the pod to the class area furthest away, and the
door to the outside. The separations between this path
and classes, and boundaries between classes are well
defined by furniture; though not that high, the enclo- rLVEL 69
sure is relatively continuous.
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Pod "C" has a well-defined entry halfway along one side
built into the new wall that separates pod from circula-
tion. Other possible access points are all but blocked
off. The pathway that leads through the pod starts at
this entry and is heavily built up.
Pod "F," which is right above "C" is different because
the new wall built to separate the circulation has no
center entry as at "C." Instead, entry into the pods is
at the corners. Inevitably with this pod arrangement,
one or two classes are hard to get to while the others
must bear the brunt of these groups going back and forth.
Over and above the circulation and entry points, black-
boards had determined locations to a great extent in
pods B, C, and F. In pod "A" where use of the black-
board is not as important, the classes are organized one to
a corner of the pod. This may have happened because it
was the easiest way to divide up the pod orthogonally,
but it also gives each class area the greatest amount
of enclosure. Compare this to pod "F" where older chil-
dren (4th grade) are being taught with more use of the
blackboard. The pod has been divided evenly into four,
with teachers' desks in a circle at the center in exactly
the same manner as in "A," except that with the focus on
I
the board, each area is triangular. The organization of
pod "F" could not have happened in this manner if an
entry point had been created in the middle of the new
wall as in pod "C" directly beneath. In fact the one
teacher in the corner of "C" has only a small portable
blackboard. Both "C" and "B" have the heaviest amount of
definition around class areas. (There is little division
between the two teachers in pod "C" who are team-teaching.)
Apparently, the architect expected an orthogonal
quartering of the space despite the location of the
fixed blackboards. (The drawings show the fourth wall
with blackboard, but this wall was not originally
provided and only built later.)
Shared areas present problems in pods with four (or more)
groups in them. Again, as with circulation, someone
gains and someone loses out. This applies to access to
sinks, windows, and small group rooms in the Cashman
school. (Small group rooms in this school have mostly
been taken over by Title I teachers, as had one corner
of pod "C.") Even when shared areas are created
consciously by the teachers, like the quiet corners in
pod "F," they are not readily accessible by one class.
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PIERCE Circulation paths on the upper level at the Pierce school
have to go through some of the classes and project areas
in order to reach the furthest space. For one teaching
team it is a real problem they have learned to live with.
Since the path is unidentified, the teachers have to accept
the fact that they cannot put any furniture in a five foot
wide swath in front of their sinks. The fact that the
shortest route is in front of the sinks causes problems of
things disappearing or being tipped over. No walls can be
built because of the eighteen foot high ceilings, and no
furniture can be used to define the path without cutting
off access to the sinks.
On the lower level, access to adjacent rooms cuts paths
through two of the 28' square bays that according to
drawings were to be project areas. Now, they are little
more than circulation space. Whether or not it was the
teachers' choice not to use these areas, they are diffi-
cult spaces to claim.
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In the renovated wing, for the four lower levels, the
old corridor serves as circulation. One side of half the
classrooms can be, or are, open to the corridor (some have
folding partitions). The other classrooms are closed to
the circulation by fixed walls. Amount of traffic
differs greatly on each level depending on whether it
is a "dead end" level or a "way through" level, and so
these classes open to the path responded in different
ways. Those at the entry nodes to the wing are closed
off to the traffic, whereas other rooms tend to remain
open. Also, where there is little traffic, and enough
room, the hallways and foyers have some furniture in
them at which work can be done separately from the class.
Designers of the Devotion school built in folding
partitions so that like Pierce, there is no question as
to where the classes locate themselves. In both new and
renovated wings, they separate class areas. In the 1952
wing, the lower four levels hold fotrteen classrooms,
ten of which can be completely enclosed. In fact seven
were at the time of observation. At the two ground
levels (eight classes) either it was obvious from the
location of the furniture that the walls between classes
rarely moved, or teachers said so. On the middle two
levels (six classes, same amount of space) the teachers
indicated the walls were moved for group events.
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Access to each of the two levels in the Devotion school's
new wing can be gained by any one of four entries (one
is a fire stair). Given an open shared area with
classrooms around it these entries generate a loop
shaped pattern of circulation. Unfortunately because of
the lack of spatial differentiation between loop and
shared area, pathways cut across the center, no doubt
contributing to its apparent underutilization. On the
other side of the loop however, all teachers had heavily
built up boundary lines with furniture where there were
no walls (75% of the linear distance had been "com-
pleted").
Only one half of one wall (out of six) was observed
open. Teachers'comments and other evidence (materials
pinned up over the joints between leaves, and furniture
up against them) indicated that the rest rarely moved.
As a result, five out of six classrooms in this wing
that could be completely closed, were. In the renovated
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LAWRENCE Again, as elsewhere, where the amount of traffic was
large, users in the Lawrence school had heavily defined
the separation between their space and the path. On the
upper two levels the circulation follows the old corri-
dors, while on the ground floor part of the path turns
and runs down the middle of the addition. In the old
part of the building existing walls were extended by
furniture and some permanent partitions replacing those
which had been torn down in order to regain closure to
the pathway. The new pathway also had large amounts of
partitioning and furniture isolating it. In general,
length of openness to the pathway was reduced by 64%
more so on the lower level than above.
In the renovated parts of the Lawrence school, existing
bearing piers define class spaces just as they had when
it had been an enclosed building. In the new addition,
partitions had been erected once class locations
became established. Furniture too has been used to
reduce connections further. All told, 78% of the length
of the boundaries between classes that were open, have
been furnished. It is a much higher percentage on the
lower level (96%) where the younger children are.
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QUINCY Each sub-school at Quincy has three major entry points
(and other minor ones) that inevitably define circula-
tion paths. These paths take up much of the available
space, up to one third in sub-school A. In only one sub-
school was there any evidence of this space
being used for other activities. The arrangement of
the doorways at the end of the sub-school away from the
center of the building unfailingly generate twenty
foot (or more) wide pathways. At the other end, where
the area is much narrower, the class areas on either
side typically thin the path down to five feet,
defined on one side by a new wall. It seems the wid-
est dimension of ninety feet for the sub-school is too
great, while the thinner end at fifty feet may be too
small. The paths have helped create some class areas as
small as 500 square feet while other areas were up
to twice that size. In all areas, there is heavy use
of furniture to define circulation boundaries that
reduce the length of the openness by 76%. Most
teachers voiced dissatisfaction with the openness and
some furniture arrangements within boundaries clearly
show the tendency of shrinking away from the traffic
to increase the distance from work area to distraction.
Walls that were put in upon teachers' request before
occupying the building, determine class location and
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reduce the openness between classes by over 50%.
Further, use of furniture has completed these common
borders to 94% of their length.
CONCLUSIONS Open planning proponents have been known to argue other-
wise, but it is clear that architects must acknowledge
circulation. The examples consistently show that these
pathways are predictable given the entry locations and
the necessary destinations. It cannot be argued then
that for the sake of flexibility, pathways should not be
defined. Spaces can be used more purposefully when they
are distinguished from the circulation. The shared areas
in the new wing of the Devotion school are a good example
of this problem.
A pattern appears to emerge of increased replacement of
the walls the more class areas lie along the path and
therefore, the more travelled it is. This correlation is
most clearly seen in the Devotion old wing, and the
Lawrence school. It may be that child age and type of
program have an effect also, but the number of distur-
bances likely to occur from groups passing seems to be a
stronger variable.
There seems to be no need for the amount of openness
between class areas that was left in these schools. The
teachers consistently used all the "stuff" they could get
their hands on to bound their domain. And when there
wasn't enough, they occasionally requested that walls be
built. If one accepts the argument against the flexi-
bility of the undefined open space, then the need for
openness is reduced to that of ease of access. In that
case, an open door may be sufficient, and flexible too
since it offers options.
The need to enclose a class area goes beyond the issue of
creating privacy. Teachers often expressed the need to
contain children of this age. Having a responsibility
for the child makes it important for teachers to keep
track of their students. The more open the educational
program is, the more this can be a problem. The teacher,
by focussing her attention on small groups or indi-
viduals at any one time, is less aware of what the
others are doing. By containing the children to some
extent, they were able to oversee their charges more
easily without paying strict attention.
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If the school designer was concerned with an authori-
tarian teaching method in which the only thing that
happened was teachers lecturing students, then a single
room would adequately fulfill the privacy needs of this
event. But no elementary school class behaves exclusively
in this manner, and it appears there is a continuing move-
ment away from such methods. Out of this movement came
the open plan which unfortunately substituted one sin-
gular type of space for the other. The problems of the
open plan point up its inappropriateness as a solution.
A better translation of new teaching methods into physi-
cal design would be to look at the range of different
activities going on within the classoften at once.
From this it would be determined that a similar range of
privacy in the built environment is necessary, just as
there should be a range of work areas, -surfaces, etc.
Openness in education means options and variety; the
5
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" Ultimately, a child's ability
to develope optimally by perfor-
ming productively and non-disrup-
tively is affected by a) the amount
and variety of things there are
to do, b) the variety of places
there are in which to do them,
and c) the organization and
accessibiZity of those things and
places within the classroom
space." (Olds)
" The form of the room should be
deduced from the mode of teaching."
(Loudon, 1839)
" Properly viewed, an open facility
is a space that breathes. Its
elastic properties aZlow choice
and variety, including enclosure
to the degree desired. Its subspaces
can maintain a deliberate degree
of contact and interaction with
the rest of the school. They have
imtimacy and they have vista...
This is an openness that is not
insistent. It is an openness with
option." (Propst)
built rejoinder must then be spatially varied, not
spatially open.
It should be possible to create a range of private spaces
in the learning environment without losing the benefits
discovered by the open plan. It appears that the class-
room need not be that open to maintain the freedom of
movement and the cooperation. In fact a good amount of
built enclosure, definition, is helpful in making a
successful classroom.
The preceeding has been an attempt to make a case for a
change in the way we design the classroom. In summary
it had been argued that:
* modern teaching methods may be less class-group
oriented, but the basic organizing block of the school
remains that group of 25 students responsible to one
teacher.
* these modern teaching methods have certain behavi-
oral implications that openness has not succeeded in
addressing.
e privacy is an important need of a child's develop-
ment and of the learning process as now generally
practiced.
ereasons of cost and adaptability are not valid
justifications for building open-plan schools.
emanipulable and varied environments are important.
* the sense of community the open plan engenders
among teachers and students is an important asset.
* major circulation should be separate from any open
learning areas.
* any class area of shared space should be archi-
tecturally defined if it is to be useful, and some
separation between class areas is desirable.
Based on this information, certain alternative ways of
organizing a school's instructional areas seem appro-
priate. The class unit should have an identifiable base
spatially autonomous and large enough for group acti-
vities. Yet interaction should be fostered by connec-
tions to shared areas and other classes. Circulation
may be dealt with by either having the option of closing
off the path completely or by creating a hierarchy of
circulation. After a certain critical mass of classes
using the path is reached, the learning area and path are
segregated.
A school building should offer initial options to
teachers in terms of the type of space available for
the classroom, since in any group of teachers there will
be a variety of teaching styles. Thus class clusters
should have a variety of openness. The Brookline
schools offer this kind of variety although the classes
are not necessarily organized in clusters. The Devotion
" It is fairly easy to construct
private corners where smalZ groups
or individuals can work. It is
difficult to focus the attention
of a full class, because of the
distraction of other classes,
noise, and the interest of the
surroundings in the immediate
classroom. The biggest problem
is finding a space where you can
focus the group's attention,
and where you can do a noisy acti-
vity without disturbing others."
(Cashvnan School teacher)
OPTIONS
" Early in their occupancy of open
plan buildings, the staffs found
that separate closed independent
rooms were reaZly the most flexi-
ble, since they could be used for
almost any purpose without inter-
fering with the activities of
other groups." (Yerges)
CLUSTERS
school had the most depth, it offered the greatest
amount of choice to its users. It had both open and
enclosed classrooms, the option of connecting classrooms,
and there were closed small group rooms, and project
areas. On the other hand, the Lawrence school did not
seem to offer enough options, since the three enclosed
classrooms were at a premium. Similarly, at the Quincy
school where teachers were generally dissatisfied, closed
rooms originally intended for other programs that became
available to regular classes were also in great demand.
If a class area abuts the path, then some part of it
should be enclosable. An area, shared or otherwise,
accomodating activities not that sensitive to distrac-
tion can be adjacent to (not in) the path with a small
amount of definition in between. But to avoid the res-
ponses as seen in the Quincy and Lawrence schools, the
actual class territory should be out of view or enclos-
able.
Preferably, the school should be broken down into
workable clusters of two and three classes. The
rewards of interaction (teacher and student cross
stimulation) are quickly counteracted by the penalties
of circulation problems and other intrusions, if the
clusters are any larger.
With a hierarchy of circulation, major and minor paths,
small segments of the population would be exposed to only
their own circulation. These would be small enough
groups that they would be able to control the amount and
timing of movement if needed. The examples here indi-
cate that the critical mass is small; no larger than
groups of three classes. The potential for self-regula-
tion quickly deteriorates if larger than three. The Cashman
school's pods where there was much cooperation are exam-
ples to the contrary, but there is another controlling
factor. The mechanics of reaching more than three cluster-
ed areas from a central entry off a path are problematic.
one can only turn left, right, or go straight ahead, with-
out excessively long paths within the cluster. The Cashman
school demonstrates the awkwardness of getting to a
fourth space.
The amount of segregation between the major path and the
cluster need not necessarily be a complete acoustical
isolation, but certainly should be visually so. The
entry onto the cluster could be open and yet arranged
in such a way that direct visual connections were
screened. This is based on the improvement experienced
at the Cashman school with the new walls, which did not
acoustically separate the path. Noise can be kept down,
but the visual impact of class groups moving past
requires a visual screen.
" Controlled circulation can be
designed as a transitional experi-
ence to diminish antagonisms be-
tween environments markedly differ-
ent in character and tempo. Through
pauses and interim diversions, a
filtering movement also protects
sensitive points within environ-
ments from undergoing internal
conflicts." (Stevens/McNulty)
SHARED AREAS
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It has been suggested that teachers rarely work together
in groups of more than two, if they work together at all.
Clusters much bigger than this will most likely break
down into these smaller groups, and no extra advantages
other than cursory interaction will be gained by this
larger size.
Australian educators have noted teachers opting for two
and three unit spaces rather than the larger clusters.(3 0)
Consequently, they recommended two-teacher "pods" that
allow autonomy and mixing. There should be some
autonomy for these clusters, and with a small size such
as is suggested, this can be a political reality. The
smaller the group is the easier mutually beneficial
decisions can be made. In order to foster interaction,
some facilities should be shared.
So that shared facilities are used by all, they should
have a central location that precludes the spatial do-
mination of it by one group. A shared area might be a
very private space or a very public space; quiet or
noisy depending on the needs of the users and how they
want the space apportioned. Two classes might share a
quiet room, maintaining their main -space for noisy
activities with possibilities left open for connections
between classrooms. Or, the shared space might be the
focus of the cluster, a shared open area that the
classes open out on, and therefore noisier. Visual
connections between each class area and the shared
should be possible, but some amount of enclosure between
should exist as well as the ability to close off the
class area completely acoustically.
A shared area like this runs the risk of becoming too
much like circulation as did the new wing of the Devotion
school. The problem is simplified with only two class
spaces; the shared area gets natural light and is a
destination rather than a way through. With three
class areas to a cluster, it becomes difficult to keep
the shared quality and light in the enclosed spaces. A
path chould be defined down one side of the shared area,
by a level change or some other device. A path down the
middle of the shared space and well defined might be
preferable. It would divide the shared area into parts
strongly associated with each class area and yet still
open to the others. This association to the class area
would in all likelihood increase the shared areas' use
since ownership is established, but contact with students
from other class groups would be maintained. It also helps
smooth out the transition from most public to most private.
This would be reminiscent of the British "enlarged
corridor" model, which "combines some sense of territory
with the possibility of interaction."( 13 ) Basically a
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School at Marl, 1960-8. Plan of a
lower school unit; I, classroom;
2, annexe; 3, entrance lobby;
4, external teaching space;
5, courtyard; 6, communal space.
CONNECTIONS
AND SCREENS
" The filtration concept applies
to environments in which there is
a need to separate conflicting
sociaZ and visual patterns or to
prevent aggressive intrusion."
(Stevens /McNu l ty)
take-off from conventional plan schools where innovative
teachers started using the corridor as an extension of
the classroom. The idea has been institutionalized in
new schools where the corridor wall folds up. Hans
Sharoun' s school is a German example where the corridor
is a large group room. (43) The Devotion school's old
wing in this study works in the same manner where the
traffic in the hall is a minimum, (which should be a
requirement of all schools based on this type). If
these were more cluster-like however, and less linear,
they would offer the same possibilities, and feel like
more of a community in themselves. The need of
making the child aware of increasing levels of organiza-
tion is part of the socializing process of school, that
Scharoun recognizes. He attempted to build this idea in
by clustering well defined classrooms within the school,
thus making three levels of community explicit.
The architect should use doors and glazing in such a way
that connects and yet screens. A less expensive substi-
tute for folding partitions which do provide options
might be double doors with a window on the side. When
open, the connection would still be generous enough yet
not take up the whole wall, and it is an easy enough
connection to cut off or screen if need be.
The aim of an environment that uses screening and
partial enclosure, is to allow purposeful activity and
prevent unwanted intrusion. Screens force a certain
level of effort on one person's part in order to inter-
act with another. Through a layering of partial
barriers privacy can be maintained, but purposeful inter-
action is not discouraged.
An example of this was observed at the Devotion school.
An enclosed classroom that keeps its door open during
parts of the day, but just inside the door is a high
partition which prevents seeing in or out. The open
door allows access to others who have business in the
classroom, but prevents corridor activity from becoming
a visual distraction. The ease with which others enter
the classroom would be radically altered if there was no
screen and the door closed. Similarly, if a closed room
provides a supervision problem for a teacher outside it,
whose students may be inside, then a glass panel may be
a solution. If the glass circumvents the desired visual
privacy then screening at some distance from the glass
will allow the teacher's purposeful checking up on the
students while not disturbing them, and still keep most
undesireable visual distractions out.
The Scharoun 43) and Hertzberger(40) examples utilize
this layering of space to create a transitional zone at
the entry to the classroom in a slightly more generous
L>
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ACTIVITY AND
SEPARATION
"By creating a variety of spaces
within a room, each of which is
designed for a different function,
it becomes possible... to support
as many as fifteen or twenty
different functions at one time."
(Olds)
manner than the Devotion example. The entry then has
the potential to be an extension of the classroom, i.e.,
it may afford a place for an activity center. Most
certainly it makes the movement from class to shared
area less abrupt and therefore easier. Use of storage
areas (coat room) and bathrooms to enclose this zone
makes them accessible to students in both areas.
The diverse activities taking place in the modern class,
(see Olds and Sanoff ) need to be classified in
some behavioral terms in order to determine the amount
of enclosure they require when planning for adequate
privacy. Two such terms suggest themselves: the degree
of "concentration" needed to perform the task, and the
amount of "commotion" the task creates. Programmers
should measure activities according to these two "dimen-
sions" in addition to other needs, and calculate the
needed privacy from there. Both those that require a
high amount of concentration and those that cause a
great deal of commotion, require a high level of privacy.
Little privacy is needed for those that require little
concentration or make little commotion. Of course,
those that make little commotion are very often, though
not always, the activities that require much concentra-
tion.
In addition to this stratification, the size of the group
participating in the activity is important. For example,
of the twenty or so activities that Sanoff lists for
programming learning environments, (68) several typically
take place in large groups: use of visual aids,
listening/story telling, music, indoor active play/move-
ment, dramatics, clean-up. Many of these are the things
teachers felt inhibited in doing in open space, not
because they require concentration, but because of the
commotion they generate. For these the group needs
privacy, either in a shared enclosed area or in its own
space.
Other activities, and some of the above activities too,
occur in small groups or are performed by individuals.
Consequently they usually take place at the same time
since resources are limited. Because each one's spatial
needs are small it would be inappropriate for the build-
ing to define each one. It is enough to separate them
according to privacy needs.
It appears from this that in addition to group privacy
needs, which will be separate over time, high commotion
and high concentration activities need separate private
spaces. Within quiet and noisy areas, separations by
screens and furniture would seem adequate, but between
them, a maximum of separation, if not the potential for
acoustical isolation, would be desireable. Since high
HIGH CONCENTRATION:
Reading
Writing
Concept Formation
Manipulative Play
Math
Napping
HIGH COMMOTION:
Art
Music
Drama
Construction
Blocks
Water Play
Active Play
Audio-visual Aids
OTHER:
Science
Cooking
Eating
Clean-up
Locker and Cubby
ALLOCATION
OF SPACE
commotion activities often require large amounts of
space and special facilities (sinks and storage), more
so than high concentration activities, probably the best
way in which to organize these spaces is with the group
space doubling as the noisy activity area.
At the level of the "class," the designer has several
choices as to the allocation of space. In Massachusetts,
state subsidies for school building construction have
inevitably brought about the creation of standards regu-
lating classroom size. For the elementary school level
they are 900 to 1000 square feet, (55) which based an
average class size of twenty-five students results in 36
to 40 square feet per student. This minimum to maximum
range can be exceeded by communities that have the extra
money, but such standards once established quickly become
the norm. As such they are a useful reference point.
We should keep in mind that in a teacher-directed
situation where desks face a blackboard, each student's
desk requires approximately 20 square feet, or only 55%
of the minimum Massachusetts allotment. That 500 square
feet (20 s.f. by 25 students) represents the largest
chunk of area that necessarily needs to remain intact;
and only if teachers using the "chalk and talk" methods
need to be accomodated.
Current practice has been to take the 900-1000 square
foot classroom and either line several up along a corri-
dor or to build up an open space as a conglomeration of
these spaces. In fact open-plan schools are often
designed with the possibility of converting to enclosed
classrooms (e.g., the Quincy school) usually a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Thus the classroom area allotment
has been inviolable; it is rarely divided up into more
than one space.
Of the examples in this study, both the Cashman and Quincy
schools contain the minimum of 900 square feet per class
in the pod/sub-school areas. (The difference being that
the Quincy allows 15% for circulation within the sub-
school; the Cashman does not, now that walls have
separated out the major routes.) Of the Brookline
schools, the older wing of the Devotion school has ample
space in the classrooms alone (+ 1100 s.f.) not counting
ancilliary spaces (project areas, group rooms). Rooms in
the new wing contain the minimum, shared areas are extra.
The Pierce school wing is based on modules of + 780 s.f.,
slightly less than minimum, the shared project areas
making up more than the difference. The Lawrence school's
base area were also generally slightly less than minimum,
not counting shared areas.
The interesting problem is to take the "worst case,"
" Why is it people feel that be-
cause it's open space, classrooms
can be smalZer than usuaZ?"
(Cashman School teacher)
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the most economical, of 900 square feet, which allows
no extras for the architect to play with, and try to
create more privacy possibilities. Two strategies,
shaping the area and/or allotting the area between
different spaces, are possible avenues.
For the classroom enclosure, the "L" shaped room with
unequal wings, is a usual method of creating spatial
variety and offering potentials for privacy. The
corners of such a room suggest many more different
possibilities for enclosure, and therefore group size,
over a simple rectangle. The more traditional teacher
can be appeased by leaving one leg of the "L" as big as
500 s.f.
The extreme in dividing up space into many activity
areas, called the "nook and cranny" model by some, (94)
has been used by the British. They eliminate the idea
of a classroom. "It is no longer a matter of designing
for classes of a given size, each occupying a separate
room and following a clearly defined programme. Such an
approach immediately limits the choices available to
the separate classes, except at enormous costs." (63)
This takes the attitude that very rarely will all the
students be in the same space at the same time, so that
no space need be very large. It may be that these
schools go too far in the opposite direction from singu-
lar spaces. In fact they have been criticized because
the class territory is not well defined in the sense
that it is hard to read where one class space stops and
another begins. The younger children lose the sense of
their group within the larger community, making for a
more bewildering experience.
This supports the argument that the ability to cope with
the large community increases with age, and that very
young children should be in more well-defined groups,
becoming less so as they get older. Evans goes on to
say that some of these schools "cannot be operated
effectively without some kind of team teaching situa-
tion," which teachers and children may not want. "...
children have not scattered as much as was intended.
They have tended to stay near their own teacher." And
finally, the excessive fracturing of space increases the
organizing work-load of the teacher who has more ground
to cover for checking up, finding students, etc. (42)
These three criticisms simply underscore the need for the
architecture to recognize the class as the basic organi-
zational element.
If the class unit is well defined spatially the children
will be able to identify with it more easily. Similarly,
more spatial autonomy for the class away from the
0 & 1b6 ~ SC~O1
4 teachers + helpers
160 pupils 5-9 years - <
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cluster maintains the option for the class to operate
on its own and does not enforce teaming. And if more of
the fracturing of the space is left up to manipulable
definition and sub-spaces are only suggested by the
architecture, then options are kept open. Teachers then
decide on how fractured the space gets, and visual con-
nections between sub-spaces can be maintained if
necessary by the use of lower screens (which still give
some privacy).
Recent Australian models of open schools use a variety of
well defined spaces. In addition to shared project
areas, each class areas has a small quiet room (+ 100
square feet), and clusters of classrooms have a "with-
drawal" room for noisy or quiet group activities. The
clusters are larger than recommended here, and in fact
Australian educators have acknowledged they are too
big. (44)
The British government's own evaluation(68) of the "nook
and cranny" school acknowledges the importance of the
home base, and that "the first priority in shared spaces
is for quiet withdrawal areas provided on a generous
enough scale to make withdrawal a workable reality." It
must therefore be big enough for the whole group (Eyn-
(63) home base/withdrawal areas are clearlysham school's hm aewtdaa ra r lal
100
too small at approximately 210 square feet for 40 chil-
dren!)
The Hertzberger example takes advantage of the privacy
possibilities that level changes within the class space
provide. Few school buildings exploit this, but varying
the vertical dimension (both floor and ceiling) is a
common way of creating the sense of a more or less pri-
vate space, because it changes the distance of the
enclosure. The difficulty the systems built schools have
in varying ceiling height is one reason why the resulting
spaces are so uninteresting. Scharoun also change
height between larger and smaller spaces, and uses the
opportunity for clerestories that increase the natural
light. The Lawrence school's first level is the only
area of the examples in which height varies in the class
area. Mezzanine levels, the sloping roof and a raised
floor all help to change the enclosure. It suggests to
the user many ways of arranging the environment, rather
than not suggesting anything.
Height can be used in other ways to create privacy at a
smaller scale. Many classes had loft structures that
offered many possibilities. Above or below, the intimacy
of the places made this way was very popular with the
students. Ceilings that can be reached and used are much
more useful than high ceilings like those at the Pierce
roT TF.M AT FAyq wEATHEA
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school. If this surface can be attached to in some way,
teachers and students have another way in which to arti-
culate their environment. In addition to being able to
hang materials from it, a useable ceiling simplifies the
user's efforts to subdivide space. This was the case in
the Cashman and Fayerweather schools where teachers,
with consultants, had developed a system of interchange-
able pieces whose supporting posts got their stability
from the channel in the "coffer" ceiling system. Tabs
in the ends of the posts fit into these slots, and a
variety of screens and surfaces (tables, lofts, storage
pieces) could be attached. Although the ceiling could
not be nailed into, this small reveal had rendered both
concrete and partial ceilings useable.
This points out more small-scale issues not dealth with
here, but that need some attention. Many teachers dis-
liked the standard furniture they had to work with. The
system mentioned above was versatile and easy to change.
It seems that the architect and educator should begin
to pay attention to possibilities like these rather than
simply relying on what is available. While the screens
and rolling storage components were useful, they were
limited. In fact lack of enough storage and wall dis-
play space were universal complaints despite the numerous
bookcases, screens, tote-tray holders and cabinets all
on wheels, that all the classrooms had. So even at this
level the want for added definition is very real.
Classroom activities now-a-days take place at such a
small scale that architects tend to be unaware of their
implications, focussing on larger levels of enclosure.
But the design of a setting for these activities must be
supportive, and the architect is responsible. The worse
the fit between the built environment and the activities
within, the more energy is put into physically and psy-
chologically adapting. The loss of that energy which
might have been put into the task at hand is probably
particularly counter-productive in the learning environ-
ment.
"...there is no such thing as the
design of space. Behavior, not
space, is enclosed by architecture.
No dwelling, building or city is
planned to be empty. In order for
the planner or architect to know
the purpose of his design, he must
know thoroughly the behavior he
wilZ enclose." (BechteZ) 103
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